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The effect of radiation of a gray gas in a square cavity with double diffusive
natural convection is presented. The regime flow studied range from a thermal
Rayleigh number of 104 to 1011 and buoyancy ratio from 0.5 to 2.0. The
governing equations of fluid flow, heat transfer and radiative transfer
equation are solved by the finite volume method. The results show the effect
of radiatively participating media plays an important role in the heat and mass
transfer study doing oblique stratification. The velocity and turbulent viscosity
increases about 80% and 22%, respectively, and decreases the convective
Nusselt number 13%. The increase of buoyancy ratio increases the mass
transfer until 26%. Finally, a practical correlation for computing the
convective and radiative Nusselt numbers as well as the Sherwood number is
proposed.
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1. Introduction
Conjugate heat and mass transfer by natural convection is present in several engineering problems
like nuclear reactors, combustion, drying process, solar still devices, electronics devices, thermal
comfort, etc[14]. In the last 25 years, the study of conjugate heat transfer with participating media has
increased due to the advances in computational technology, especially in those topics of natural
convection and radiation [510] and natural heat and mass transfer convection [1113].
Fusegi and Farouk [14] demonstrated the heat transfer increases due to the thermal radiation, and
the gas radiation reduces the heat transfer to the walls. Mezrhab et al. [15] observed that radiation
modifies the thermal field and the opacity of the fluid does not have an influence on the mass transfer.
Meftah et al. [16, 17] concluded the gas radiation weakens the global heat transfer across the cavity and
made inclined iso-values lines. Ibrahim and Lemonnier [18] concluded that gas radiation modifies the
structure of the velocity and thermal fields. The results of Abidi et al. [19] revealed the for thermally
dominated flow, the increasing of radiation results in a change from a multicellular inner core to a
unicellular one, while for solutally dominated flow, an inverse transition from a unicellular one to a
multi-cell pattern occurs. Lari and Gandjalikhan Nassab [20] concluded that when the radiation heat
transfer becomes dominant disturbance is clearly seen in the heat flux contours. Moufekkir et al. [21,
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22] observed that volumetric radiation accelerates the boundary layer and that the isotherms and isoconcentrations are inclined in the cavity. The results of the study of Jena et al. [23] revealed the
scattering albedo does not affect the energy transport of the system. Kolsi et al. [24] showed the flow
structure is modified when the radiation-conduction varies. Ibrahim et al. [25] demonstrate that the
combination of wall radiation and fluid radiation increases the level of turbulence accelerating the flow
motion along the horizontal walls. Ansari and Gandjalikhan Nassab [26] concluded that the gas flow
must be considered as a radiating medium and must be taken into accout in all the mechanism of heat
transfer.
From this review, it is clear that there is a need to analyze the effect of heat and mass transfer in
in turbulent regime flow, considering the working fluid radiatively participating media, due to the wide
range of applications. Therefore, the goal of this research is to study numerically a square cavity with
conjugate heat and mass transfer in laminar and turbulent regime flow, with radiatively participating
media at low temperatures and a gray gas.
1.1. Physical model
The problem considered is the study of the conjugate heat and mass transfer in a square cavity
heated differentially as shown in Figure 1. The cavity contains a perfect mixture of air and water vapor
assumed as a gray gas, absorbing-emitting and non-scattering fluid. The left and right walls are
maintained isothermal at high (Th) and low (Tc) temperature, respectively. These walls are also
considered with two constant concentration at each wall, Ch>Cc. The top and bottom walls are adiabatic
and impermeable. All the thermophysical properties are evaluated at the average temperature
T0=( Th+Tc)/2 with the correlation reported in [27, 28]. The inner surfaces of the cavity are assumed
gray, diffuse and opaque.

Figure 1. Physical model of the square cavity with double-diffusive convection
1.2. Governing equations and boundary conditions for the fluid flow
The steady state governing equations inside the cavity (Figure 1) are the mass, momentum, energy
and concentration of water vapor equations for natural convection:
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For the turbulence model k-, the turbulent kinetic energy and the specific dissipation of the
turbulent model PDH+D were defined by Peng et al. [29, 30]:
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The non-slip condition is applied for the hydrodynamic boundary conditions at the solid walls
(u=v=0). The top and bottom walls are adiabatic (   T y  qrad  0 ) and impermeable ( C y  0 ).
While the other two have constant temperature and concentration (T=Th and C=Ch at x=0 and T=Tc and
C=Cc at x=L, with Tc<Th and Cc<Ch). The turbulent kinetic energy on the wall is zero (k =0). The specific
2
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dissipation on the wall is   6 C 2  x wall
 at x=0 and x=L and   6 C2  ywall
 at y=0 and y=L.
Results presented for fluid flow are in stream function defined as  x  v and  y  u .
1.3. Radiative transfer equation and boundary conditions
The radiative source term qrad ,i xi in the energy Equation (3) is related to the local radiative
intensity and the intensity of radiation by [31]:
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The radiative boundary condition for diffuse reflecting and emitting surfaces is:
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1.4. Heat and mass transfer
The total heat transfer, at the vertical walls, is given by the Nusselt number; this involves the
contribution of the convective and radiative Nusselt numbers, meanwhile the total mass transfer, across
the active walls, is given by the Sherwood number as and can be expressed as:
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2. Numerical method
The 2D governing equations (1)-(6) were solved numerically using the Finite-Volume Method
[32] and the coupling of the continuity and momentum equations were done with the SIMPLEC
algorithm [33]. The convective terms were approximated by the SMART scheme [3436] and the
diffusive terms were approximated by the central differential scheme. The system of algebraic equations
was solved with the MSIP method [37]. A non-uniform staggered grid was used. The RTE equation (8)
was solved using the Finite-Volume Method [38, 39] and the STEP scheme was used in the algebraic
equations obtained from Equation (8). The coupling between natural convection and radiation of the
participating media in the cavity were solved using an iterative approach. The coupling of the effect of
RTE on the turbulent heat fluxes and the mass fluxes was done through the local temperature that has
the effects of participating media after solving the RTE.
For ensuring the accuracy of the numerical results, several grids were tested to show the effect of
the spatial grid on the average Nusselt number (convective and radiative), average Sherwood number
and the maximum turbulent viscosity. The grids tested varied from 71×71 nodes to 141×141 nodes in x
and y direction, respectively. The parameters used for the test were Ra=1011, Th=313.15K, Tc=293.15K,
RH=50% and N=2 with radiatively participating media. From the test, it was observed that for grids
higher than 121×121 nodes, the difference is less than 1% for all variables. For the dependence
directional, the angular grid varied from 6×6 to 34×34 nodes in  and  directions. The results showed
that for grids higher than 14×14 the difference in the radiative source term is less than 1%. From the
numerical test, it was confirmed that the numerical grid of 131×131 (x, y position) and 18×18 (, 
direction) ensures a grid independent solution (Figure 2). The convergence criterion was set at 10-10.

Figure 2. a) Spatial grid independence, b) directional grid independence
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3. Verification and validation of the numerical code
In order to verify and validate the numerical code developed, the general problem is reduced to
three cases reported in the literature. The first case is the verification of the coupling of heat and mass
transfer in a square cavity reported by Xamán et al. [40]. The comparison was done for the Nu and Sh
reported in the Table 1 of [40] with a maximum error of 1.8% for N=-0.9. The second case is the
validation of heat transfer with turbulent flow in a square cavity reported by Ampofo and Karayiannis
[41]. The results compared were the dimensionless value of T*, v*, k* and Nu for RaT=1.58×109 and a
good agreement was obtained. Finally, the third case is the verification of the coupling of natural
convection with radiatively participating media (RH=50%) in a square cavity with turbulent flow
reported by Ibrahim et al. [25]. The comparison was with the results of Table 3 reported in [25] obtaining
a maximum difference percentage of 4.6% for the case of radiative Nusselt number in the hot wall, and
the average difference percentage was 2.3%.
4. Results and discussion
To analyze the characteristics of the flow, temperature and concentration fields, the steady state
solution are presented for the range of 104≤ RaT≤1011. The hot and cold wall are maintained at a constant
value of Th=313.15K and Tc=293.15K, and the buoyancy ratio is considered for the values of N=0.5, 1
and 2. The thermophysical properties are computed at the pressure, average temperature and relative
humidity of 50% (=1.148kg/m3, =1.82410-5kg/ms, =2.61510-2W/mK, Cp=1029.75J/kgK,
Dw,a=2.59310-5m2/s) with this value the concentration of Ch and Cc was computed with the average
absortion coefficient of 0.1 [25]. As the effect of opposite flow with different values of concentration
and buoyancy ratio was analyzed in laminar regime flow by others researches, just the results of assisted
flow is analyzed for laminar and turbulent flow of heat and mass transfer for the cases: Case 1 only
considers the Heat and Mass Transfer (HMT) of the gray gas; Case 2 considers the Heat and Mass
Transfer with Surface Thermal Radiation (HMT-STR); and Case 3 considers the Heat and Mass Transfer
with Radiatively Participating Media (HMT-RPM).
Figure 3 shows the comparison of the contour of streamlines, isotherms and iso-concentration of
water vapor for RaT=104 and N=1 for the cases considered. Streamlines show that a clockwise movement
is present; when the radiation is present the streamlines increase in the core of the cavity 6.25% for STR
and 12.5% for RPM. Isotherms show that the highest gradients are near the vertical walls; for the case
of HMT the isotherms are normal to the adiabatic wall. The STR produces inclined and distributed
isotherms along the adiabatic walls, meanwhile for the case RPM the inclined isotherms are concentrated
near the corners, the higher gradients of temperature are present in this case. The iso-concentration of
water vapor shows that there is not significant changes in the patterns for the laminar flow due to, as it
is observed in equation (4), there is not a direct effect of the radiative source term in the equation of
concentration of water vapor. It is observed that the symmetry in the flow pattern is present.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of the streamlines, isotherms, iso-concentration and turbulent
viscosity for RaT=1011 and N=1. The streamlines show that a symmetric clockwise movement is present;
the presence of STR increases the velocity of the fluid and the gradients near the horizontal walls about
10% with respect the case HMT, two cells in the same sense of the main vortex are near the active walls.
The presence of RPM increases even more the velocity of the fluid until a 48% with respect the case of
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HMT and two cells moving in the same sense of the main vortex are near the top and bottom walls. For
both case STR as for case RPM, the radiation breaks the symmetry of the problem.

Figure 3. Comparison of  *, T* and C*, for RaT=104 and N=1.
The isotherms for HMT show thermal stratification with almost uniform gradients along the
vertical centerline, in the middle of the cavity there is an inclined isotherm. When the STR is considered,
the temperature gradients are increased in the boundary layer and in the rest of the cavity thermal occur
stratification. Moreover, the RPM disappears the thermal stratification and increases the temperature
gradients in the boundary layer. The iso-concentration of water vapor presents a similar behavior as the
isotherms. The turbulent viscosity shows a typical behavior for the case of HMT in the vertical walls.
The presence of STR increases the turbulent viscosity approximately 10%, this is present in the
isothermal, bottom and 2/3 parts of the top walls. The RPM increases the turbulent viscosity
approximately 20% and it is present in all the walls of the cavity. It is observed that for the case of STR,
the increases of the turbulent viscosity and velocity is due to the fluid increases the temperature. When
the RPM is considered, the fluid increases the turbulent viscosity even more because the fluid gains
energy not only in the boundary, but also within itself due to the capability to absorb energy.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of the mean convective and radiative Nusselt numbers in the hot
wall for N=1.0, the range of 104≤RaT≤1011 and the cases of HMT, HMT-STR and HMT-RPM. Figure
5a shows that as the Ra increases the Nuconv increases significantly. It is clear that the radiative heat
exchange decreases the heat transfer by convection because the Nuconv for the case HMT is higher than
6

the cases HMT-STR and HMT-RPM. For the case of HMT-STR this reduction is about 9%, for the case
of HMT-RPM the convective heat transfer decreases about 13%, the higher decreases is due to the fluid
increases the temperature due to the absorption of thermal energy. Figure 5b shows the comparison of
the Nurad for the cases HMT-STR and HMT-RPM, it is clear that the presence of RPM decreases the
radiative heat transfer about 23%, due to the gray gas absorb part of the energy transferred from the hot
wall to the cold wall.

Figure 4. Comparison of  *, T*, C*and t*, for RaT=1011 and N=1.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the mean convective and radiative Nusselt number in the hot
wall for the case of HMT-RPM, the range of 104≤RaT≤1011 and the cases N=0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. Figure 6a
shows that as the Ra increases the Nuconv increases too. The increase of N increases the convective heat
transfer, this increases is about 7% and 19% for N=1.0 and N=2.0, respectively compared to the case of
N=0.5. In Figure 6b it is observed that the increases of N do not have effect in the radiative heat transfer
due to in the equation of concentratios it is not considerd the gradients of temperature.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of the Sherwood number for cases of HMT, HMT-STR and HMTRPM and for different values of N. In Figure 7a it is observed that there is not difference in the Sherwood
7

number for the cases mentioned, this is due to in this case the Soret and Dufour effects are not
considered, these effects are considered in a future publication. The radiative exchange process does not
have effect on the mass transfer for the cases presented in the manuscript. Figure 7b presents the effect
of the Sherwood number with the variation of N, as N increases the Sh increases about 10 and 26% for
N=1 and N=2, respectively, compared to N=0.5.

Figure 5. Comparison of the a) Nuconv and b) Nurad for N=1.

Figure 6. Comparison of the a) Nuconv and b) Nurad for the case of HMT-RPM.

Figure 7. Comparison of the Sh for the case of a) with and without radiation and b) for
different values of N
From Figures 5, 6 and 7, a practical correlation to compute for the convective and radiative and
Nusselt number as well as the Sherwood number is proposed. The correlation proposed, using least
square regression, is (16) and the corresponding coefficients a, b and c are showed in Table 1

f ( Ra)  a  bRa c

(16)
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Table 1. Coefficients of the correlation (16)
f(Ra)

Nuconv

Nurad

Sh

Sh

Case

C

Case

HMT
HTM-STR
HMT-RPM
HMT-STR
HMT-RPM

A
b
Figure 5
0.8600 0.1129
1.0000 0.0960
0.8500 0.1010
0.8600 0.1129
-0.2400 0.1129

0.3100
0.3130
0.3100
0.3400
0.3300

N=0.5
N=1.0
N=2.0
N=0.5
N=1.0
N=2.0

HMT
HTM-STR
HMT-RPM
N=0.5
N=1.0
N=2.0

Figure 7
0.2200 0.1550
0.2200 0.1550
0.2200 0.1550
0.1000 0.1550
0.2200 0.1550
0.3800 0.1550

0.3010
0.3010
0.3010
0.2930
0.3010
0.3070

A
b
Figure 6
1.7000 0.1110
2.0000 0.0950
2.0000 0.1010
-0.3500 0.1130
-0.3500 0.1130
-0.3500 0.1130

c
0.3000
0.3120
0.3160
0.3310
0.3310
0.3310

Conclusions
The numerical study of the double-diffusive natural convection in a square cavity was presented.
The working fluid was humid air considered as a gray gas that was radiatively participating. The
parameters considered were Th=313.15K, Tc=293.15K, HR=50%, 0.5≤N≤2.0 and 104≤RaT≤1011. The
results obtained were presented in condition of low gradient of temperature and low concentration of
humidity. For modelling the turbulence, the PDH+D k- model was used and for solving the RTE the
finite volume method was used. Based on the results, the following conclusions were obtained:
• Non-symmetry was presented in the isotherms both laminar and turbulent flow. Although the
iso-concentrations were not affected in laminar flow, in turbulent flow the iso-concentrations
showed a tendency not to be stagnant in the center of the cavity.
• The radiatively participating media increased the velocity of the fluid and the turbulent viscosity
until 48% and 20%, respectively.
• The increase of buoyancy ratio increased the velocity and the turbulent viscosity until 80% and
22%, respectively.
• The radiatively participating media decreased the Nuconv about 13% with respect to the case
without radiation due to the participating media increases the temperature of the fluid.
• The increase of buoyancy ratio increased the mass transfer until 26%.
• Finally, a practical correlation for computing the convective, radiative and the Sherwood
number was proposed with an average percentage absolute difference of 3.2%.
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Nomenclature
C Concentration of species, [kgm-3]
CP Specific heat, [Jkg-1K-1]
Dw,a Mass diffusivity, [m2s-1]

Gravity, [9.81 ms-2]
Radiation intensitive, [Wm2sr-1]
Turbulent kinetic energy, [m2s-2]

g
I
k
9

Length of the cavity, [m]
Lewis number (=Sc/Pr), []
Buoyancy ratio (=βCC/(βTT)), []
Nusselt number (=q/qcond), []
Pressure, [Pa]
Prandtl number (=/α), []
Heat flux, [Wm-2]
Thermal Rayleigh number
(=gβT(T1-T3)L3/(α)),[]
RaC Mass Rayleigh number
(=gβM(C1-C3)L3/(Dw,a)),[ ]
Rc Convection-radiation parameter
(=/(LT03)), []
Sh Sherwood number (=CL/ Dw,a), []
Sct Turbulent Schmidt number (=/Dw,a),[]
T Temperature, [K]
u,v Velocities, [ms-1]
x,y Dimensional coordinates,[m]
x*,y*Dimensionless coordinates, []
L
Le
N
Nu
P
Pr
q
RaT

Greek symbols
α Thermal diffusivity(=/CP),[m2s-1]
βT Thermal expansion coefficient (=1/T0),[K-1]
βC Concentration expansion coefficient (=1/C0),
[kg-1m3]
*
 Emittance, []
 Absorption coefficient, [m-1]
 Thermal conductivity, [Wm-1K-1]
 Dynamic viscosity, [kgm-1s-1]
t Turbulent viscosity,[kgm-1s-1]
 Density, [kgm-3]
* Reflectance, []
T Turbulent Prandtl number, []
 Optical thickness, []
 Kinematic viscosity,[m2s-1]
 Turbulence frecuency, [s-1]
 Stream Function, []
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